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Fully differential cross sections for low-energy electron-impact ionization of nitrogen molecules
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Currently there is no accurate theoretical approach available for treating fully differential cross sections
FDCS for low-energy electron-impact ionization of large molecules. For high incident energies, the plane
wave impulse approximation PWIA generally yields good agreement with experimental data. In this paper,
the distorted wave impulse approximation DWIA is used to calculate FDCS for low-energy electron-impact
ionization of N2. To perform the necessary average over all molecular orientations, we propose an orientation
average OA approximation. Although the DWIA results represent an improvement over the PWIA for inter-
mediate energies, an improved theory is necessary for lower energies. However, the OA approximation will
greatly simplify the evaluation of improved theories for lower energies.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.72.020701 PACS numbers: 34.80.Gs
The measurement of fully differential cross sections
FDCS for molecular ionization by electron impact, nor-
mally referred to as e ,2e, represents a powerful tool to
study the electronic structure of molecules as well as to ex-
amine the fundamental interaction between continuum elec-
trons and molecules. Over the last few decades, there have
been many theoretical and experimental studies performed
for the e ,2e process with molecular targets. However most
of these studies were for high incident-energy electron-
impact ionization of molecules 1. At high enough energies,
where all the continuum electrons can be expressed as plane
waves, the FDCS becomes proportional to the momentum
space wave function so that measuring the cross section
translates into a direct measurement of the active electron’s
wave function. A very successful theoretical approach for
interpreting these high energy data is the plane wave impulse
approximation PWIA of McCarthy and co-workers 2,4.
Much valuable information about molecular wave functions
were obtained from these studies.
Present theoretical approaches for the ionization of mol-
ecules have concentrated either on high incident energy or
small molecules 1–10. The purpose of this paper is to pro-
pose a distorted wave impulse approximation DWIA
coupled with an orientation average OA approximation that
could be used for the theoretical treatment of low-energy
electron-impact ionization of heavier molecules. As a first
example, we apply it to calculate the FDCS for coplanar
symmetric ionization of N2.
For a description of the proposed DWIA, we start with the
FDCS given by the PWIA 4 in which the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation is used to treat the rotational,
vibrational, and electronic parts of the wave function. The
initial vibrational state is assumed to be the lowest one
and the initial rotational states are normalized to unity by
Maxwellian weight factors. The final rotational and vibra-
tional states are also assumed to be degenerate and obey the











PWIAR =  dra*ka,rb*kb,riki,r jr,R2.
2
In Eqs. 1 and 2, Fki ,ka ,kb is an elementary function of
the momenta of the incident ki, scattered ka, and ejected
electrons kb 4. The functions iki ,r, aka ,r, and
bkb ,r are plane waves for the incident, scattered, and
ejected electrons, and  jr ,R is the molecular orbital for the
active electron with R the internuclear vector.
Although the PWIA was enormously successful for high
incident energies, it will fail for lower energies where plane
waves are clearly inappropriate. The typical FDCS has a bi-
nary peak and a recoil peak and as the energy of the incident
projectile decreases, the recoil peak becomes increasingly
important. Because it is a binary approximation, the PWIA is
able to predict the binary peak but not the recoil peak. The
physical picture of the recoil peak is a double scattering in
which the projectile has a binary collision with the atomic
electron and then the atomic electron elastically scatters from
the ion to the backward direction. The physics of elastic
scattering from the ion is contained in distorted waves, and,
for the case of atomic ionization, changing from plane waves
to distorted waves greatly improved the agreement between
experiment and theory for the recoil peak. Consequently we
propose the DWIA in which the plane waves of Eq. 2 are
replaced by molecular distorted waves,
DWIAR =  dra− *ka,rb− *kb,r+iki,r jr,R2,
3
where iki ,r, aka ,r and bkb ,r are the molecular dis-
torted waves for the incident, fast-final, and slow-ejected
electrons. The molecular distorted waves are calculated using
a spherically averaged static potential for the molecule US, a
polarization potential UP, and a local exchange potential UE.
Consequently, the Schrödinger equation for the incident
channel distorted wave is given by
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T + US + UP + UE − ki22 i−ki,r = 0, 4
where T is the kinetic energy operator. The static potential
US is obtained from the charge distribution r ,R for N2.
USr = Vnucr + Veler , 5
where
Veler = 		 r,Rdr
r − r







where N is the number of molecular orbitals, ni is the number
of electrons in each orbital, and ir ,R is the Hartree-Fock
molecular orbital obtained from GAMESS 11. The double
brackets in Eq. 6 indicate taking a spherical average over
all orientations of both r and R. A spherical average is also
taken for the nuclear potential Vnucr. In this calculation, we




2r41 − exp−  ra4 , 8
where the 0 is the dipole polarizability, and a is an adjust-
able parameter that acts as a cutoff radius for the polarization
potential. The dipole polarizability 0 is 11.744 in atomic
units for N2 12. There have been several studies using this
form of the polarization potential for elastic scattering of
electrons from nitrogen molecules, and various cutoff param-
eters have been used ranging from 1.6a0 13 to 2.3a0
14,15. However simply using one of these cutoff values is
not likely to accurately approximate the effects of polariza-
tion for two reasons: 1 These results are for neutral nitro-
gen, whereas our two final state distorted waves are calcu-
lated for scattering from a nitrogen ion for which
polarization effects will be different. 2 Using a single cut-
off parameter would correspond to using an energy indepen-
dent potential, whereas a proper polarization potential should
be energy dependent 16,17. Having no further guidance on
how to pick the parameter, we decided to take the easiest
approach, which was to use the same polarization potential
for both the initial and final channels and pick the cutoff
parameter to give the best fit to the experimental binary peak.
The values of a we found are 2.15, 1.8, 1.5, 1.3, 0.98,
0.85 a.u. for 35.6, 55.6, 75.6, 100, 200, 400 eV incident elec-
tron energies, respectively. Although we do not like adjust-
able parameters, we think these values are sensible for the
following reason. Rice et al. 18 found that the cutoff pa-
rameter should be about the same size as the target charge
cloud in their study of the polarization potential for electron-
impact excitation of helium. In our case, the size of the
charge distribution is about 2a0, so our values are in line with
this expectation. Finally, it should be noted that all of the
previous works for neutral nitrogen used a power of 6 in the
exponent instead of the power of 4 we used. However, we
found that the results were not very sensitive to the power in
the exponent.
For the exchange potential, we use the local approxima-






− Us − ki2 − Us2 + 2sr . 9
Here sr is the orientation and angle average of the mo-
lecular electronic charge density,
sr = 		r,R .
The radial charge density is defined such that the integral
over r yields the number of electrons in the molecule. The
two final channel distorted waves are obtained from a
Schrödinger equation similar to 4,
T + UI + UP + UE − kab22 ab+ kab,r = 0. 10
Here UI is the spherically averaged static distorting potential
for the ion obtained the same way as US except that the
active electron is removed from the charge distribution. Fol-
lowing the procedure used for atomic ionization 20–22, we
use the same UP and UE with appropriate energies for both
the initial and final channels.
Although some preliminary results have been reported for
the ionization of molecules with fixed orientations, the exist-
ing FDCS data for N2 does not distinguish between different
molecular orientations. Consequently, we must average the
FDCS of Eq. 3 over all orientations. In principle, one could
numerically average over all possible molecular orientations.
However, our long-term objective is to develop the standard
distorted wave Born approximation DWBA as well as the
three-body distorted wave 3DW 22 for molecules. For
these calculations, it is impractical to consider performing a
numerical average over orientations with present computing
resources. As a result, we investigated various approxima-
tions for taking the average and found that a good approxi-
mation was to replace the orientated molecular wave func-
tion in Eq. 3 with a molecular wave function averaged over
all orientations This type of averaging is in the spirit of the
distorted wave approximation and we will call this the
DWIAOA where OA stands for orientation average,




OAr = 	 jr,R . 12
Here the single bracket stands for averaging over all molecu-
lar orientations.
We first examine the accuracy of our orientation average
DWIAOA by comparing it with McCarthy’s PWIA. In the
PWIA, the orientation average is performed analytically in
momentum space 4 and McCarthy has generously given us
his PWIA computer code. If we replace iki ,r, aka ,r,
and bkb ,r in Eq. 11 by numerical plane waves, the re-
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sulting PWIAOA would be the PWIA calculated within our
orientation average approximation. Comparing PWIA and
PWIAOA then represents a direct check of the accuracy of
our approximation. Please note that this also represents a
stringent test of our computer code since McCarthy’s PWIA
calculation is performed in momentum space with an analyti-
cal orientation average while our calculation is performed
in coordinate space with our orientation averaged molecular
orbital.
Figure 1 compares PWIA and PWIAOA results for ion-
ization of the 3g state of N2. All calculations are performed
in the coplanar symmetric scattering geometry. The incident
projectile energy is noted in the figure; each of the two out-
going electrons will have an energy of E0−15.6 eV /2. It is
seen that there is little difference between the PWIA and
PWIAOA for incident electron energies between 35 and
400 eV, which demonstrates the accuracy of our average
orbital approximation. Interestingly, the largest difference
between the two calculations is found for the lowest and
highest energies.
Figure 2 compares the theoretical and experimental rela-
tive FDCS averaged over all molecular orientations for elec-
tron impact ionization of the 3g state of N2 in the coplanar
symmetric geometry. The incident electron energy Ei is
shown in each part of the figure and each outgoing electron’s
energy is Ei−15.6 eV /2. The lower energy experimental
results are those of Hussey and Murray 23 and the higher
energy experimental data are those of Rioual et al. 24. Each
figure contains the PWIA results of McCarthy and the
present DWIAOA results. The main features of the coplanar
symmetric FDCS is the binary peak near 40° and, for lower
energies, a much smaller secondary peak at larger angles.
It is seen from Fig. 2 that both the PWIA and DWIAOA tend
to predict the same location for the binary peak that is typi-
cally in relatively good agreement with experiment. The 200
eV case of Fig. 2 is particularly interesting since
the DWIAOA and PWIA have different locations for the bi-
nary peak and the DWIA is in better agreement with the data.
Overall, the DWIAOA is in reasonable agreement with ex-
periment for intermediate and high energies, with the agree-
ment deteriorating as the energy becomes lower. To our
knowledge, there are no other theoretical calculations avail-
able for comparison.
As we anticipated, the DWIAOA predicts a secondary
peak for large angles and low energies while the PWIA does
not. For the present case, this peak starts to become signifi-
cant for energies less than about 100 eV. In Fig. 3, we show
the 55.6 and 75.6 eV results on a semi logarithmic plot that
allows one to see the secondary peak better. From the figure,
it is seen that the experimental maximum for the secondary
peak appears to be beyond the range of measurements while
the DWIAOA predicts a peak maximum within the range of
measurement. Recall that part of the motivation for trying
the DWIA approach was to see if the secondary peaks would
be predicted. From these results we see that the distorted
waves do produce a secondary peak that clearly demonstrates
FIG. 1. Relative FDCS for electron-impact ionization of the 3g
state of N2. The energy of the incident electron is noted in each part
of the figure and the two final state electrons have equal energies.
The theoretical curves are: dashed: PWIA; solid: PWIAOA. The
theories have been normalized to unity at the 75.6 eV binary peak.
FIG. 2. Relative coplanar symmetric FDCS for electron-impact
ionization of the 3g state of N2. The energy of the incident elec-
tron is noted in each part of the figure and the two final state elec-
trons have equal energies. The experimental data are: solid circles:
Hussey and Murray 23; solid squares: Rioual et al. 24. The
theoretical curves are: dashed: PWIA; and solid: present DWIAOA.
The cross sections have been normalized to unity at the angle where
the experiment is maximum except for 35.6 eV where the normal-
ization is at 45°.
FIG. 3. Semilogarithmic plot for 55.6 and 75.6 eV. Otherwise it
is same as Fig. 2.
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that these peaks result from the interactions between the
electron and molecule.
In summary, we have presented the DWIAOA theory for
ionization of molecules and have applied the theory to
electron-impact ionization of N2 for coplanar symmetric
scattering. We found that our orientation average wave-
function approximation was accurate for ionization of
the ground gerade state. The DWIAOA was in better agree-
ment with experiment than the PWIA, particularly for inter-
mediate energies. Although the DWIAOA did predict a
secondary peak, agreement with experiment was only quali-
tative. Another shortcoming of the present DWIA approach
is the use of a polarization potential with adjustable param-
eters. Consequently, it would appear that a better theory
such as the DWBA or 3DW 22 will be required to achieve
a more detailed understanding of the secondary peaks and
low-energy scattering. The most important aspect of this pa-
per is that it establishes the accuracy of the OA method,
which greatly simplifies the calculation of these cross sec-
tions and makes approaches such as the DWBA or 3DW
possible
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